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ABSTRACT. Let en be an almost surely consistent estimator for eo in 
some i.i.d. situation, and let Ne be the last n for which Bn is at least t 

away from eo, as measured by some suitable distance. The limit distri
bution for e2 Ne as t goes to zero is obtained under natural and weak 
conditions, and is in general related to the maximum of a certain squared 
zero mean Gaussian process. The theory covers both parametric and 
nonparametric cases. Our results suggest ways in which competing es
timators can be compared, and lead to another optimality property for 
the maximum likelihood estimator sequence. Another use of our re
sults is a way of constructing sequential fixed-volume confidence sets. 
We also show how the results extend to several non-i.i.d. situations, 
and, in another direction, to shrinking boundaries. Finally we obtain a 
limit distribution result for the last n for which the supremum distance 
IIFn - Fll 2:: t, where Fn is the empirical distribution function. 

KEY WORD: The last n 

1. Introduction and summary 

Let X 1 , X 2 , ••• be a sequence of independent identically distributed variables, and 
suppose en is an almost surely consistent estimator for some parameter e0 of interest, 
based on the first n observations. How large must n be in order for Bn to be very close to 
eo? 

This natural question can be made precise in several different ways. (i) We can ask 
for an m such that 

Pr{IBn- eol S t} 2::0.95 for all n 2:: m. (1.1) 

An approximative answer to this question is easily given in the traditional cases where 
one has convergence in distribution of fo(Bn -eo) to some appropriate N(O, 0'~ ). Then 
foeju0 2:: 1.96 suffices, and we find m ~ 1.962uJ/e2 (and the assumption of strong 
consistency is not needed). (ii) We might ask for simultaneous closeness for all large n, 

with high enough probability, i.e. 

Pr{IBn- eol S c for all n 2:: m} = Pr{sup IBn- eol S t} ~ 0.95, (1.2) 
n>m 

which also can be thought of as a requirement for a sequential fixed-width confidence 
interval procedure. There is a finite m solving this problem since SUPn;::::m iBn - eo I ~P 0 

'"" when en ~a.s. e0 • (iii) Thirdly we could study the random variable 

(1.3) 
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which by the assumption of strong consistency is finite with probability one. One has 
2 I=: -. 

Pr{e Ne ~ y} = Pr{Ne;::: m} = Pr{ ym sup IBn- Bol;::: JYO}, (1.4) 
n~m 

in which m = (y I c2 ) is the smallest integer ~ y I c2 , and Yo = mc2 is close to y; Yo - c2 < 
y ~ y0 • This shows that problems (ii) and (iii) are closely related; c2 Ne has a limiting 
distribution if Vm supn>m IBn - Bo I has. 

This paper provides general solutions to (ii) and (iii) and some related problems. The 
answer to question (1.2) turns out to be m ~ 2.241 2o-Ve2 , for example. In Section 2 
the limit distribution of c2 Ne is found in the i.i.d. case, under natural conditions, also in 
the more laborious p-dimensional case, where a result is reached for a general distance 
function IIBn- Boll· The limit distribution is that of the maximum of a certain squared 
mean zero Gaussian process. [This limit distribution has been found earlier by Stute 
(1983), but only in the special case where p = 1 and where Bn was an M-estimator for a 
location parameter.) Section 3 demonstrates that these "natural conditions" are fulfilled in 
important classes of cases, including smooth functions of averages and maximum likelihood 
estimators. In Section 4 some natural sequential fixed-volume confidence region procedures 
are constructed. Section 5 is technical and demonstrates the convergence of c2 ENe to the 
appropriate limit, again under natural conditions. In Section 6 a limit distribution theorem 
for the last n for which the supremum distance IIFn- Fll ;::: cis obtained, where Fn is the 
empirical distribution function. Finally Section 7 contains additional remarks and results. 
It includes some examples that show that the general results of the paper also hold in 
many non-i.i.d. situations. Results are also given there for shrinking boundaries, where 
Ne is the last n for which IBn- Bol;::: eln/3, for some f3 in [0, t). Nonparametric density 
estimation is also briefly visited. 

2. Limit distribution of e2 Ne 

A simple but fundamental lemma is the following: 

LEMMA. Consider i.i.d. variables Zi witl1 mean zero and variance 1, and let Sn 
2:7= 1 Zi. Tl1en 

Vm sup ISnlnl ~d Wmax =sup JW(t)ltl = max JW(s)J, 
n>m t>1 O$s:9 

(2.1) 
- -

where W (.) is the Brownian motion process. 

PROOF: By Donsker's theorem, foS[mtJim converges in distribution to Brownian 
motion W(t), a Gaussian mean zero process with independent increments and covariance 
function min( s, t ), in each of the function spaces D[b, c], see for example Billingsley (1968). 
Hence 

~=:m_S[mt] = ~ ~=:mS[mt] ~a W(t) 
yut- [ ] [ ] ym in D[l, c], mt mt m · t 

from which it follows, by continuity of the supremum mapping, that 

C: I Sn I C:l S[mt]l I W(t) I ym sup - = sup ym -- ~d sup --
m$n$cm n 1$t:5c [mt] 1:5t:5c t 

sup jsW(lls)j =d sup jW(s)j. 
c- 1 :5s$1 c- 1 $s$1 
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The stronger statement of the lemma follows from this provided we can demonstrate 

/c = limsupPr{v'ffi sup ISnlnl ~ 6}-+ 0 
m-+oo n;:::cm 

as c grows to infinity, for each given positive 6; cf. for example Billingsley's (1968) Theorem 
4.2. But /c ::; 6. 75 I cc2 , as a consequence of a special case of inequality ( 5.4) stated and 
proved in Section 5. 0 

This proves useful. Assume that a one-dimensional On admits a representation of the 
type 

(2.2) 

where the Zi 's are i.i.d. with mean zero and variance 1, u0 is the standard deviation of the 
limiting distribution, and Rn is the residual noise, typically of size Op(11 Jn). Define Ne 
as in (1.3), let y > 0 be given, and let m and y0 :;; y be as in (1.4). Then, when e -+ 0, 
which is the same as m-+ oo, 

Pr{c2 Ne ?: y} = Pr{Ne ?: m} 

= Pr{ rm sup IBn- Oo I ?: y'Yo} 
n>m 

= Pr{uov'ffi sup ISnln + o-01 Rnlvnl?: y'Yo} 
n>m 

-+ Pr{ O"o W mo.x ?: JY}, 

provided the Rn 's are small enough. What is required is precisely that the difference be
tween Vm supn2::m luoSnln+Rnl v'nl and uovm SUPn;:::m ISnlnl goes to zero in probability 
as m tends to infinity. For this it suffices that 

Dm = rm sup IRnl vnl -+p 0, 
n2::m 

(2.3) 

since the absolute value of the difference is dominated by Dm. Accordingly, we have the 
basic result 

(2.4) 

for any estimator that admits representation (2.2) under condition (2.3). The next section 
demonstrates that (2.2) with (2.3) hold for smooth function of averages and for maximum 
likelihood type estimators. 

REMARKS. There are important consequences of (2.4). (i) The limit distribution ex
ists and is only dependent upon uo. (ii) Both parametric and nonparametric models are 
covered. (iii) As to the size of Ne, the probability that N~ :S: 1.320 u~ I c2 is about 50%, 
since 1.320 is the median value of w;a.x· Also, under conditions pertaining to uniform 
integrability, we have c2 EN~ -+ 1.832 u~. See Section 5 and 7 A. (iv) The competition cri
terion of achieving the stochastically smallest limit distribution for Ne becomes equivalent 
to that of achieving the smallest possible limiting variance. ( v) Hence the maximum like
lihood estimator wins again: Under traditional regularity conditions, no other sequence of 
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estimators will have its tail {Bn: n ~ m} included in a given neighbourhood faster than the 
sequence of maximum likelihood solutions. See Sedion 7F for a generalisation. Of course 
the same is true for the rather wide class of estimator sequences that are asymptotically 
equivalent to these, like Bayes estimators. 0 

Let us now turn to the p-dimensional case. Let Nt: be defined as in (1.3) but with 
respect to some given distance function liOn - Bo II in 'R_P, for example ordinary Euclidian 
distance. We have primarily distances of the type {(x- y)' A(x- y)Jll2 in mind, where 
A is symmetric and positive definite, but require only that JJxJJ is a function on p-vectors 

with the properties JJx + yJJ ::; JJxJJ + IIYJJ, JJxll = 0 if and only if x = 0, Jlxnll -+ JJxll when 
Xn-+ x, and IJxJJ = JJ(xl,···,xp)'JI::; cL:f=1 lxil for some constant c. 

THEOREM. Suppose that 

(2.5) 

where the Zi 's are i.i.d. with zero mean and the p x p identity matrix as covariance matrix. 
Suppose further that 

Dm = Vm sup IIRn/Jn"JJ-+p 0; (2.6) 
n;::m 

in particular .jii(Bn- 80 ) -+d Np(O,E0 ). Let Gp(s) = E~/2 W(s), where W(s) = (WI(s), 
... , Wp(s))' is a vector ofp independent Brownia11 motions, each evaluated at the same s. 
Then, as g tends to zero, 

(2.7) 

PROOF: Somewhat more elaborate arguments are necessary now. We prove first that 

(2.8) 

where again the Sn's are partial sums of the Zi's. Observe first that the stochastic process 
( S1,fmtt]/ vm, ... , Sp,fmt,,j/ vm)', where Sj,n is the j'th component of Sn, converges to 
(W1 (ti), ... , Wp(tp))' in each D[b, c]P, equipped with the product Skorohod topology. [This 
p-variate version of Donsker's theorem follows from the 1-variate theorem by tightness and 
finite-dimensional convergence.] By the continuous mapping theorem, E~12 jmS[mtj/[rnt] 

converges to E~/2 W( t)/t in Dp [1, c], the space of all right-continuous functions [1, c] -+ 'Rl 
with left hand limits, equipped with the Skorohod topology. And since the supremum 
mapping is continuous too, 

Vm sup IIE~/ 2 Sn/nll = Vm sup IIE~ 12 S[mt]/[mtJII 
m<n<cm l~t~c 

-+d sup IIE~ 12 W(t)/tll 
19~c 

sup IIE~12 sW(1/s)ll =d sup IIE~ 12 W(s)ll. 
c- 1 ~s~l c- 1 ~.!1~1 
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Claim (2.8) follows since "Yc = lim SUPm-+oo Pr{ vm SUPn;:::cm IIE~12 Sn/nii ~ 8} tends to 
zero as c grows, by a simple inequality relating this quantity to a sum of p one-dimensional 
analogues; cf. the proof of the Lemma. 

The rest of the proof follows from (2.8) and regularity condition (2.6). For let again 
m and Yo be as in (1.4). Then 

Pr{c2 Ne ~ y} = Pr{vlffi sup liOn- Boll~ JYO} 
n;:::m 

= Pr{ rm sup IIE~ 12 Sn/n + Rn/vnll ~ JYO} 
n;:::m 

which is the same as cNI 12 --+d Gp,ma.x or c2 Ne --+d c;,ma.x• 0 
COROLLARY. Let conditions be as in the theorem, and let IIBn - Bo II - {(On -

Bo)'E0"" 1(Hn- Bo)}112 be Eo-weighted Mahalanobis distance. Then 

vm sup I!Bn- Boll --+d Xp,max and c2 Ne --+d x!,maxl 
n>m 

as respectively m--+ oo and c--+ 0, where x;,max = maxo$a:51 I:f=1 Wi(s) 2 • 

(2.9) 

The limit distributions are in particular the same ones in every estimation problem 
with p parameters! In Section 4 it is shown that (2.9) continues to hold when E0 is 
replaced by a strongly consistent estimate ~n· Some numerical information about the 
x;,max distribution is given in Section 7 A. 

Under ordinary Euclidian distance Gp(s)2 = W(s)'E 0 W(s) is of course dependent 
upon Eo. It has expected value (Tr Eo )s. 

3. Applications to special cases 

In this section we confirm that the necessary regularity conditions (2.5) and (2.6) 
indeed pertain in the usual situations. In the one-dimensional case, suppose that Bn admits 
the representation 

(3.1) 

where the Ui 's are i.i.d. with mean zero and finite variance, and On --+ 0 almost surely. 
Then (2.3) holds, since 

Dm = Vm sup l8nUnl S sup lonl Vm sup ltlnl --+p 0, 
n>m n>m n>m - - -

in that the second term has a limit in distribution, by the Lemma of Section 1, and the 
first term tends to zero in probability, by the definition of On --+a.s. 0. There is a similar 
result for the p-dimensional case: If (3.1) holds, where the Ui 's are i.i.d. vectors with mean 
zero and finite covariance matrix, and On is a matrix with components that all tend to zero 
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almost surely, then Dm of (2.6) tends to zero in probability. This follows essentially by the 
one-dimensional argument. To see this, let norm(8n) be the matrix norm of 8n, defined as 
the maximum of ll8nrell over llrell :51; for Euclidian distance-normnorm(8n) is equal to the 
largest eigen-value, for example. Then ll8nUnll :5 norm(8n)IIUnll, which goes a.s. to zero 
by the continuity of the II · II norm. 

3A. Smooth function of averages. Suppose Bn = h(Bn) and Bo = h(b), where Bn is 
the average of i.i.d. variables Bi with EBi = b and Var Bi = T2 • If h has a continuous 
derivative in a neigbourhood of b, then 

fo(Bn- Bo) = h'(b)vn(Bn- b)+ {h'(bn)- h'(b)}vn(Bn- b) 

for some random bn between band Bn. This is as in (3.1) with 8n = h'(bn)- h'(b). But 
it is easy to see that 8n --1- 0 almost surely by the strong law of large numbers for En. 
Hence (2.4) holds, with u~ = h'(b)2T 2 • -More generally, suppose en is p-dimensional and 
that Bj = hj(Bn,I, ... , Bn,r) for j = 1, ... ,p, for r averages ofi.i.d. vectors (Bi,l, ... , Bi,r)' 
with mean b = (b1 , ••• , br)' and finite covariance matrix T, and let hj(b) = Bo,j· If only 
h1, ... ,hp have Jacobi matrix J{re) with partial derivatives 8hj(re)/8rez that are continuous 
in a neighbourhood of (b1, ... , br ), then {2.6) holds. And this implies (2. 7) with 'Eo 
J(b)TJ(b)'. 

EXAMPLE 1. Suppose xl,x2, ... are i.i.d. with finite sixth moment. Then en 
~I:~= I (Xi - Xl, the natural and strongly consistent estimator of 80 = E(Xi - EXi) 3 , 

is a smooth function of the sample averages of Xi, X'f, Xf, and c2Ne --1-d u~W~a.x' where 
0'~ is the limit variance of vn(Bn - Bo ). [In fact 0'~ = (9 + a6 - 6a4 - anT6' where 
ap = E(Xi - EXi)P /TP and Tis the standard deviation for xi.] 

3B. Maximum likelihood estimators. The typical argument that leads to a limit dis
tribution result for the maximum likelihood estimator uses Taylor expansion to get 

(3.2) 

where Jn --1-P Jo, the usual Fisher information matrix, and Ui = 8logf(Xi!8o)/88. It 
follows from previous arguments that this also secures convergence in distribution of c2 Ne, 

as in (2.7), with 1:0 = J01, provided there also is almost sure convergence Jn --1- J0 • 

But this is true, under weak conditions. It is for example not difficult to prove that the 
c:onditions used in Lehmann's (1983) Section 6.4 suffice. 

One can also prove that if the model specifies f(x, 8), but the true density f does 
not belong, then (2. 7) holds again under mild regularity conditions, but with a different 
interpretation of 80 and a different matrix. The 80 that now enters is not 'true', but rather 
'least false' or 'best fitting', and can be characterised as the parameter value that minimises 
the Kullback-Leibler distance d[f:/(.,8)] = J f(x)1og{f(x)/f(x,8)}dx. Furthermore, 
'Eo = J 01 K 0 J0-I, where K 0 is the variance matrix of the score function computed at 8o, 
and J0 is minus the expected twice differentiated log-density also computed at 8o. If the 
model happens to be perfect, then 80 deserves to be called 'true', and J0 = Ko. See also 
Section 7D. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Suppose X1, ... ,Xn come from /{x) = /o((x - eo)/uo)/uo, where 
fo ( x) = 1/rr( 1 + x2 ) is the standardised Cauchy density. The likelihood equations have 
a unique solution, by Copas {1975), and by computing the variance matrix of the score 
function one finds 

Let N~ be the last nat which the Euclidian distance from ([n,un) to (eo,uo) is at least 
e. Then c:2 N~ tends in distribution to 2u~ maxo:5a:5I{W1(s)2 + W2(s)2 }, where the two 
Wi( .)'s are independent Brownian motions, cf. (2.9). 

EXAMPLE 3. Let (Y1, ... , Yp) be multinomial (n, 81, ... , 8p), with 2::f=1 8i = 1 and 
2::f=1 Yi = n. Let N~ be the last n at which 2::f= 1 (Bi - 8i)2 /8i ~ e2, where ei = Yi/n 
is the usual maximum likelihood estimator of 8i. This corresponds in fact to measuring 
distance from (B1 , ••• , ~-d to ( 81, •.. , 8p-d in the Mahalanobis way, see the Corollary 
ending Section 2. Hence c: 2 N~ tends to x;-l,max· The same is true if 8i's are replaced with 

Bi 's in the denominators, see Section 4. 

EXAMPLE 4. Assume i.i.d. pairs (Xi, Yi) come from the binormal distribution with 
parameters ( 6, 6, u1 , u2, p ), and let ([1 , ••• , p) be the ordinary maximum likelihood esti
mators. Suppose N~ is the last n for which 

Then c: 2 N~ has a limiting distribution which can be worked out from (2. 7), and estimates 
can be inserted for denominators without changing the limit. If in particular the true pis 
0, then the limit is X~,maxl see (2.9). Thus N~ ::; 5.55/c:2 with probability about 50%, for 
example, see 7 A. 

3C. Differentiable functionals. In many situations the estimator Bn can be thought 
of as a. functional T evaluated at the empirical distribution function Fn, while the true 
parameter 80 correspondingly is equal to T(F) for the true F. Suppose Tis so-called locally 
Lipschitz differentiable at F w.r.t. the supremum norm IIG- Fll = sup:z: jG(x)- F(x)l, 
which means that 

T(G)- T(F) = J I(F,x){dG(x)- dF(x)} + O(!IG- F!l 2 ), (3.3) 

featuring the influence function I(F,x) = lim~_.0 {T((1- c:)F + c:b~)- T(F)}jc:. This 
might be interpreted as a reasonable minimum amount of smoothness on the part of 
T(.). Examples are given in Shao (1989), including L-and A:f-estimators. -Under this 
assumption it holds that 

~ 1 ~ 2 
8n- 8o =- L.tl(F,Xi) + O(IIFn- Fll ). 

n. 
t=l 

But it is known that IIFn- Fjj 2 ::; Kn-1 loglogn a.s., for some large K, see for example 
Shao (1989 ). It follows that IRnl ::; K'n-112log log n in representation (2.2). Hence (2.3) 
holds, and (2.4), or (2.7) in the p-dimensional case, are true for functionals satisfying (3.3). 
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4. Sequential fixed-volume confidence regions 

Our results about the limiting distribution for Ne can be used to construct sequential 
fixed-width confidence intervals and fixed-volume confidence regions. Consider the one
dimensional case first, and suppose (2.2) with (2.3) hold. Let Me = sup{n ~ 1: IBn -
8ol/o-o ~ e}, so that e2 Me -+d W~ax' by (2.4). For a given small e, computem = [5.024/e-2]. 

Then Pr{Me ~ m} = 0.95 (see 7A), which means that 

Pr{8o E In for all n ~ m} = 0.95, ( 4.1) 

in which In= (Bn- uoe}n + O'oe). 
This is only a valid confidence interval procedure if o-0 is known. If it is not, suppose 

Un is a strongly consistent estimator, and consider M; = sup{n ~ 1: IBn- 8ol/un ~ e}. 
Then e2 M; also has limit distribution W~ax. To see this, note first that it suffices to show 
that 

d r= uo IBn - 8o I 
an v m sup ::::::-

n?:m 0' n O'o 

have identical limit distributions, by the argument of (1.4). But this can be established by 
working with the event Am= {luo/un- 11 ~ 7], for all n ~ m}. One needs Pr(Am)-+ 1, 
for each positive 7], which again necessitates strong and not merely weak consistency of un. 
- The arguments above show that I~ = (Bn - u ne', Bn + u ne) can be used as a sequential 
confidence interval, with width 2u ne, for all n ~ 5.024/ e2 • 

Turning to the p-dimensional case, suppose (2.5) and (2.6) hold, and introduce 

""' I -1 ""' 2 Me= sup{n ~ 1:(8n- 8o) ~0 (8n- 8o) ~ e }, 
* ...... t""'-1 ...... 2 Me = sup{n ~ 1: (8n- Bo) ~n (Bn- 8o) ~ e }. 

Then both e2 Me and e2 M; tend to x;,mo.x of (2.9) in distribution, provided merely that 

~n -+ ~0 almost surely. For Me this follows from the theorem of Section 2, and the 
companion result can be shown from this, as indicated above for p = 1. Let e be small 
and given, find c such that Pr{x;,mo.x ~ c} = 0.95 (a table is in 7 A), and put 

Then, form= [c/e2 ], it holds that Pr{80 E I~ for all n ~ m} = 0.95. 
See also Section 7F for some sequential confidence procedures with shrinking volume. 

5. Convergence of moments 

We have proved that e2 Ne -+d u5W~o.x (in the one-dimensional case), and it is clear 
that e2 EN~ should tend to u5 EW;to.x under conditions pertaining to uniform integrability. 
The present section derives this and a couple of related results under natural conditions. 

We should like to prove 
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and this holds by Lebesgue's theorem on dominated convergence provided we can bound 

Pr{c2 Ne 2:: y} = Pr{vlffi sup IBn- 9ol2:: JYO}, m = (ylc2), 
n~m 

2 Yo= me , (5.1) 

with some integrable function, uniformly in e. A sufficient condition is therefore that for 
some positive eo 

Pr{ rm sup IBn- 9ol2:: a}~ KlaH>.. when 0 < alvlffi ~eo, (5.2) 
n;:::m 

for some positive A and some companion constant K. 
We start with the simplest case Bn- 9o = CToSnln, with partial sums of Zi's that are 

i.i.d. with mean zero and variance 1, as in the Lemma of Section 2. 

LEMMA. Suppose EIZiiH>.. < oo for some A 2:: 0. Then there is a constant C2+>.. such 
that 

(5.3) 

(and C2+>.. can be replaced with 1.001 if we change 'for all n' to 'for all large n'). Further-
more, 

P { t= IS I I } 6.75 CH>..EIN(O, 1)12+>.. 
r ym sup n n 2:: a ~ 2+>.. 

n;:::m a 
for all m and a. (5.4) 

PROOF: Of course Snl y'n -d N(O, 1). Results from von Bahr (1965) can be used to 
show EISnl foiH>.. = EIN(O, 1)12+>.. + rn, where lrnl ~ Ml y'n for some M. In particular 
there is convergence, and (5.3) (with accompanying parenthetical remark) follows from 
this. 

As a step in the rest of the proof we utilise a generalisation of Kolmogorov's inequality, 
namely 

which can be found in e.g. Loeve (1960, p. 263). Let q > 1, suppose qk ~ m < qk+1, and 
let us abbreviate CH>..EIN(O, 1)12+>.. with K. Then 

00 

Pr{ rm sup ISnlnl 2:: a} ~ L Pr{ . max ISnl 2:: aqi I vm} 
n~m i==k q' :Sn<q•+l 

00 K( qi+l )H>../2 

~ ~ ( aqi I yrn)2+>.. 
~==k 

The best value of q corresponds to qH>../2 = ! , and the result follows. 0 
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REMARKS. There is a vast list of relevant probabilistical inequalities for maxima of 
partial sums that also could have been utilised in the proof. Loeve (1960, p. 264) has 
an alternative upper bound in (5.3) of type d2+AnH>./2 EIZij2+>._ Fluctuation inequalities 
from Billingsley (1968, Section 11) can also be used to find bounds in (5.3). We would 
again reach a bound Kja2+>. in (5.4), but with a ridiculously large constant, perhaps 
10,000 times as large as necessary. Note that the right hand side of (5.4) becomes 6.75/a2 

for .X = 0; this was needed in the proof of Section 2's Lemma. Let us finally mention that 
Robbins, Siegmund, and Wendel {1968) have inequality (5.4) for this simplest .X= 0 case 
(but with constant 8 instead of 6. 75). 0 

This basic lemma can now be used to prove Ee2 Ne -+ 1.832 u~ in various situations. 
Consider smooth function of averages. Suppose Bn = h(Bn) estimates 9o = h(b), where 
Bn is the average of i.i.d. variables Bi with mean b and variance r 2 , as in 3A. In particular 
e2 Ne -+d u5Wr!ax' where u5 = h'(b )2 r 2 , if only h has a continuous derivative around b. 

THEOREM. Suppose in addition that EIBil2+>. is finite for some positive .X. Tl1e11 
e2 ENe-+ 2Gu5, where G = 0.915966 ... is the Catalanian constant (see 7A). 

PROOF: We are to prove (5.2). This is very immediate if h' is bounded, but some 
care is needed to cover all the interesting cases where h' is unbounded, cf. Example 1 of 
Section 3A. With notation as in 3A we have 

Pr{ vm sup IBn- 9ol ;:::: 2a} ~ Pr{ vm sup lh'(b)(Bn- b)l ;:::: a} 
n~m n~m 

+ Pr{ vm sup l(h'(bn)- h'(b))(Bn- b)l ;:::: a} 
n>m 

K'lh'(b)i2+>.T2+A 
~ 2+A + Pr{ vm sup p(IBn- bl)lBn- bl ;:::: a}, 

a n~m 

where K' is a new constant and writing p(r) for the maximum of lh'(x)-h'(b)l as lx-bl ~ r. 
Let e: 0 be such that p(r) ~ 1 when r ~ eo (we even have p(r) -+ 0 as r -+ 0), and let 
g( r) = p( r )r, a continuously increasing function. The second term above is bounded by 

- -1 K'r2+A 
Pr{:~~ IBn- bl;:::: 9 (ajym)} ~ {y'mg-l(ajy'ni)p+>., 

which again is bounded by K'r2+>-ja2+\ provided y'nig-1(ajy'ni) ;:::: a, or afy'ni ;:::: 
g(afy'ni), or 1;:::: p(ajy'ni). But this holds when afy'ni ~eo, which proves (5.2). 0 

This result extends without serious difficulties to p-dimensional Bn being a smooth 
function of r averages. With notation as in 3A the proviso for correct convergence of 
Ee. 2 Ne is finiteness of EIBi,ji2+A for some positive .X, for j = l, ... ,r. One may also look 
for conditions in the maximum likelihood estimator case. The essential requirement is 
Ej8logf(Xi,9o)/89jl2+>. < oo, for j = 1, ... ,p. 

6. The last n for Glivenko-Cantelli 

Let X 1 , X 2 , ••• be independent from some continuous F, and let Fn(t) be the empirical 
distribution function ~ l::~=l I{Xi ~ t} based on the first n data points. Then 

Jm sup IFn(t)- F(t)l -+d {F(t)(1- F(t))}1 / 2 Wmax, e2 Ne(t) -+d F(t)(1- F(t)) W!ax 
n>m 

- (6.1) 
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by previous efforts, where Ne(t) is the last n for which IFn(t)- F(t)l ~g. Can we obtain 
similar results for the supremum distance IIFn- Fll? 

The answer to these somewhat grander questions must involve asymptotic arguments 
in n and t simultaneously. Let Ko ( 8 7 t) be a Kiefer process on [0, oo) x [0, 1]. This is a 
two-parameter zero mean Gaufiian process with continuous sheets and 

(6.2) 

It behaves like a Brownian bridge in t for fixed 8 and like Brownian motion in 8 for fixed 
t. Note that K(8,t) = 8Ko(8-l,t) is another Kiefer. 

THEOREM. Let Ne be the last nat wl1ich IIFn -FII ~ g, and let Kmax be tl1e maximum 
ofiK(8,t)1 over the unit square [0,1] X [0,1]. Then 

Jffi sup IIFn- Fll -+d Kmax and g 2 Ne -+d K!ax' 
n~m 

as respectively m-+ oo and g-+ 0. 

PROOF: Considerations involving the inverse transformation Xi = F-1(ei), where the 
ei's are i.i.d. from the uniform distribution F0 (t) =ton [0, 1], reveal that the distribution 
of the full sequence of IIFn- Fll is equal to that of IIFn,o- Foil, where Fn,o is the empirical 
distribution of the n first ei 's. Accordingly we might as well take F to be F0 from the 
outset, and this simplifies matters below. 

The LeCam-Bickel-Wichura theorem states that the process 

converges in distribution to K0(8, t) in D{[b, c] X [0, 1]} with the Skorohod metric, for each 
[b, cJ interval, see for example Shorack and Wellner (1986, Chapter 3.5). For us it is more 
convenient to study 

m 
Hm(s,t) = Jffi{F[msJ(t)- t} = [ms]Km(s,t) -+d (1/8)Ko(8,t) = K(1/8,t). 

(The (6.1) results follow anew from this.) By the continuous mapping theorem 

Jm sup IIFn- Foil= sup sup IHm(s,t)l -+d sup sup IK(l/8,F(t))i = Kmax· 
n?m -'2:1 0~19 s~1 09$1 

Reasoning once more as in (1.4) we also obtain g 2 Ne -+d K!ax· This also gives a sequential 
fixed-width nonparametric simultaneous confidence band for F. 

The argument presented here is heuristic at one point, since convergence in distribu
tion of the Hm process is only guaranteed on each [1, c] x [0, 1]. Therefore only convergence 
of rm supm~n~cm IIFn- Fll to the maximum of IK(s, t)i over [1/c, 1] X [0, 1] is rigorously 
proved, so far. What needs to be ascertained is that 

lc =lim sup Pr{ Vm sup IIFn- Fo II ~ 8} -+ 0 as c-+ oo, (6.3) 
m--+oo n>cm 
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cf. once more Billingsley's (1968) Theorem 4.2 and the corresponding technical point in 
the proof of Lemma of Section 2. It will suffice to prove 

Pr{ Vm sup IIFn- Foil 2: b} ~ A/b4 for all band m, (6.4) 
n2:m 

for some large enough constant A, since "Yc ~ A/ c2 64 follows. 
To show (6.4) we shall use general fluctuation inequalities provided by Bickel and 

Wichura (1971) for two-parameter processes. For neighbouring blocks Band C in the unit 
square one can show E{Km(B)2 Km(C)2}::; 3J.L(B)p.(C), where p. is Lebesgue measure, see 
Shorack and Wellner (1986, Chapter 3.5). This implies Pr{sup,,tE[O,l]IKm(s, t)i ~ b} ::; 
Ajb\ for some universal constant A, by Bickel and Wichura's Theorem 1 in conjunction 
with their inequality (1 ). But 

!vm max iiFn- Foil~ Vm max ;;JFn- Foil 
m/2~n~m m/2~n~m 

~ vmmax ;,IIFn- Foil= sup IKm(s,t)l. 
n~m ,,tE[O,l] 

This is soon translated into Pr{Jmmaxm~n$2m iiFn- Foil~ b} ~ A/(b/v'2)\ for all m 
and b. Let 2k ~ m < 2k+l. Then the left-hand side of (6.4) is bounded by the sum of 
Pr{J2imax2;<n<2i+l iiFn- Foil~ J2ibjJm}, fori~ k. Bounding each of these in the 
way just described gives at the end of the night (6.4), with constant 634 A, which concludes 
our proof. 0 

It would be interesting to compare the size of Ne to that of the pointwise Ne(t)'s, 
and the width of the sequential band to that of the ordinary band for fixed n. The exact 
distribution of Kma.x seems impossible to find, and it is also difficult to simulate. A clever 
construction is the following, which generalises the so-called Wiener representation of a 
Brownian bridge: 

K(s,t) = f J2 sink~t) Zk(s), 
k=l 

(6.5) 

in which Z1 (. ), Z2 (. ), ••• are independent Brownian motions. This is a Kiefer process, since 
(6.2) can be verified. Hence it is possible to simulate (a close approximation to) K and 
compute its values in a grid of points, leading to a single realisation of Kmax· Repeating 
this a large number of times gives an approximation to its distribution. 

The two-parameter stochastic process approach is very powerful, and allows us to 
reach other related results as well. As but one example, let CM! = J {Fn(t)- F(t)P dF(t) 
be the Cramer-von Mises statistic. Using the Hm process from the proof above we have 

The useful representation A2 = sup0<,<l 2:~1 Zk(s) 2 /(k1r)2 follows from (6.5). We also 
have c2 Ne -+ A2 , if Ne is the last n ;h~re CMn 2: c. 
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7. Complementary remarks and results 

7 A. Numerical information. Central in our limit distribution results is the variable 
Wmax = maxo~,91W(s)l. Its distribution can be computed from 

Pr{Wmax ~ b} = 2{Q(b)- Q(3b) + Q(5b)- Q(7b) ± · · ·}, 

where Q(b) = Pr{IN(O, 1)1 2 b}. This follows from Proposition (34) in Freedman (1971). 
This also leads to the formula 

EW!ax = 100 
Pr{Wmax 2 rel/q} dre 

= 2100 
[Pr{IN{O, 1)lq 2 re}- Pr{IN(O, 1)/3lq 2 re} ± · · ·] dre 

= 2EIN(O, 1)lq [1- (1/3)q + (1/5)q- (1/7)q ± · · ·]. 

In particular EWmax = ...;;72 = 1.2533; EW~ax = 2G = 1.8319, featuring Catalan's 
constant, cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980, p. 529); Var Wmax = 2G- !71" = 0.51102 ; 

stdev{W;ax) = (EW!ax- 4G2 ) 112 = 1.6055. In the case of a single parameter, therefore, 
the following holds, in the notation of Section 5: c EN;12 --+ ...;;Tirr0 , if only EIZil 2 < oo; 
c2 ENe --+ 2Grr~, if EIZiiH>. is finite for some positive Aj c2 stdev(Ne) --+ 1.6055rr~, if 
EIZil 4+>. is finite. The distribution of Ne is skewed to the right, as skew(Ne) = E{(Ne -
ENe)/stdev(Ne )}3 --+ 2.3308 if EIZil6+>. is finite. 

In the case of several parameters and the Mahalanobis distance we have proved 

c2 Ne --+d X~,max' the maximum of x~(s) = L::f=l Wi(s) 2 over (0, 1], see the Corollary 
ending Section 2. No explicit formula is known for this distribution, however. We have 
therefore resorted to simulation to produce the following short and somewhat crude table, 
covering cases p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

TABLE. Selected quantiles, along with mean and standard deviation, 
for x~,max, for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The values are exact for p = 1 but are 
approximations obtained by simulation for p = 2, 3, 4, 5. 

p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5 

0.10 0.485 1.02 1.59 2.26 2.98 
0.20 0.667 1.33 2.10 2.86 3.64 
0.30 0.854 1.66 2.51 3.36 4.21 
0.40 1.066 2.04 3.00 3.93 4.86 
0.50 1.320 2.42 3.53 4.53 5.55 
0.60 1.641 2.87 4.11 5.30 6.36 
0.70 2.072 3.47 4.75 6.15 7.24 
0.80 2.706 4.34 5.76 7.25 8.37 
0.90 3.842 5.83 7.21 8.99 10.61 

0.95 5.024 7.12 8.77 10.56 12.54 

tnean 1.832 3.02 4.07 5.20 6.23 
stdev 1.606 2.17 2.40 2.83 3.11 
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[Rather than simulated values of Y, the maximum of x;( s) for 0 :::; s :::; 1, the table 
is for each p based on 2,000 simulated values of Yo, the maximum of x;(s) sampled at 
s = .001, .002, .003, ... , 1.000. We could have devised some subtle upscaling correction 
factor to account for the fact that Yo is slightly smaller than Y, but haven't.] 

7B. Extension to non-i.i.d. situations. Our basic result reads e2 Nc -4d o-~W~~x (in the 
one-parameter case), where 0'~ is the variance of the limit distribution for Jffi( Bm - 80 ). 

This continues to hold in most non-i.i.d. cases. We refrain from investigating this in any 
generality, and are content with briefly presenting the necessary arguments in a regression 
example and a situation with autocorrelation. The crucial point is that one still has process 
convergence Jffi(O[mt] - Bo) -4d o-o W(t)jt, with an additional tail regularity condition; 
cf. the arguments that led to (2.4). 

Regression example. Suppose Yi = f3oxi + Zi are observed for i = 1, ... , n, where 
the Zi 's are i.i.d. with mean zero and variance o-2 • The least squares estimator is fin = 

L:7=l Xil'i/np(n), where p(n) = n-1 L:7:1 x;. The almost minimal assumptions securing 
asymptotic normality are (i) that J.L(n) -4 some J.L and that (ii) maxi~n X~ (l:i<n X~ -4 0. 

An application of the Lindeberg theorem shows that indeed {mp(m)}112 (,8m -- j30 ) -4d 

N(O,o- 2 ) under these conditions. Note that m-1 L:i~[mt] x~ -4 pt follows from (i); that (ii) 

can be replaced by n-1 maXi<n X~ -4 0; and that vm(.Bm- f3o) -4d N(O, o-2 I p). 

Introduce the process Vm(t) = {mp(m)}-112 L:i~[mt] XiZi fort~ 0, where Vm(O) = 0. 
This process has independent increments, and the variance of Vm(t)- Vm(s) tends to 
( t - s )o-2 • The Linde berg condition is not difficult to verify, so that in fact the finite
dimensional distributions of Vm(.) tend to those of o-W(.). There is also convergence in 
distribution of the whole process, in each Skorohod-space D[a, b], since 

for s :::; t :::; u, where Gm(t) = [mt]p([mt])/mp(m) -4 G(t) = t. Tightness of the {Vm(.)} 
sequence follows from this, by the proof of Theorem 15.6 in Billingsley (1968). 

Next turn attention to Am(t) = Jffi(fi[mt] - f3o), which is the function m..;;r:;;;:)j 
[mt]p([mt]) times Vm(t). The limit process is seen to be A(t) = (o-/Vfi)W(t)jt, which is 
what was needed for c2 Nr. -d (o- 2 jp)W~ax· There remains only a technical tail regularity 
condition to ascertain, namely that /c = lim supm-+oo Pr{ vm supn~cm l$n - f3o I ~ 8} 
should tend to 0 as c - oo, cf. the proof of Lemma (2.1 ). It will suffice to prove the 
inequality 

n n 

Pr{ fo.p(m) sup I L xiZi/ L x;l ~a}~ Kja2 , all large m, all positive a, 
n~m i=1 i=1 

smce /c < K/(cp82 ) is a consequence. Fix m, and suppose 2k < m < 2k+1 • Then, 
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employing Kolmogorov's inequality, the above quantity is bounded by 

for all large m. 

Example with dependence. Suppose Xi = 80 + Zi, where the noise contributions Zi 
have mean zero and cov(Zi, Zj) = o-2 pli-il, for some autocorrelation parameter p. The 
natural estimator On = Xn = Bo + Zn has 

One can show convergence to normality in various ways, and indeed the stronger result 

[mt) -. . 1 [mt] 
C" ( (}[mt] - Bo) = C" L zi --7d O'o W( t) in each D[b, c]' 

vm vm. 
~=1 

for example using the theory of ¢-mixing sequences, cf. Billingsley's (1968) Theorem 
20.1. The technical tail condition on the behaviour for n ?: em can be ascertained via 
Pr{maXi<n lSi I ?: a} :::; Kno-2 ja2 , which again can be proved using techniques from 
Billingsley's (1968) Section 11. The consequence is that Jffi(B(mt] - Bo) --td uo W(t)jt, 
and (2.4) follows again. 

70. A slow minimax estimator. Let X 1 , X 2 , ••• be independent Bernoulli trials with 
success probability p. The maximum likelihood estimator for p after n trials is of course 
iJn = Yn/n, where Yn is the number or successes in the first n trials. From earlier results 
in the present paper we know that c2 Ne --td p(1 - p)W~ax' where Ne is the last time 
IPn- PI ?: c. -Now consider the minimax estimator p~ = ( VnPn + i )/( Jn + 1), and the 
accompanying N;, the last time IP~- PI ?: c. From 

it follows that 

V~(t) = Vm(P[mtJ - p) 

[mtjl/2 -. ml/2 1 
[mtjl/2 + 1 Vm(P[mt] - p) + [mt]I/2 + 1 ( 2- p) 

[W(t) i-p 1] 
--7d VP(1- p) -t- + Jp(1- p) Vi . 
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This can used to prove e2 N; ~d p(l- p) max0 $,:51 IW(s) + b(p)Js"j2, where b(p) = ( ~ -
p )/ {p(l - p )} 112 • Accordingly N; for p~ is stochastically larger, in the limit, than Ne for 

Pn· 

7D. Other distances. Our basic result (2. 7) was phrased in terms of a distance function 
liOn - 8o II· The arguments carry through also for other measures of distance that are not 
of the norm type. As a particular example of some interest, let 

I f(x,8o) 
d[80 :8] = d[f(.,80 ):J(.,8)] = f(x,8o)log f(x, 8) dx 

be the Kullback-Leibler distance between densities J( x, 80 ) and J( x, 8). Let Bn be the 
maximum likelihood estimator and let Me be the last n at which d[ 8o: Bn] ~ e, in some 
model with a p-dimensional parameter. Then 2e2 Me ~d x~,max of (2.9) can be proved 
under mild conditions. This holds when J( x, 80 ) represents the true model. Consider 
next the more general agnostic viewpoint presented in Section 3B, under which the true 
f not necessarily belongs to the parametric class. Then Bn aims at the least false 8o that 
minimises d[f: J( ., 8)], and the relevant question becomes how fast d[f: f( ., Hn)] goes to the 
minimum value d[f:f(.,8o)J Let Me be the last n where d[f:f(.,Bn)] ~ d[f:f(.,8o)] + e, 
or J f(x)log{f(x,8o)/f(x,8n)}dx ~e. Then2t:Me ~d G!,max instead, in which Gp(s)2 = 

W(s )' J0-
112 K 0 J0-

112W(s ), in the notation of Section 3B. 

Allow us one more example with a pleasingly simple solution: Let H[80 : 8] be the 
square root of the weighted £ 2-distance between their densities, that is, 

..... 2 I ..... 2 H[8o:8n] = {f(x,8n)-f(x,8o)} /J(x,8o)dx. 

A nice exercise is to show that nH[80 : Bn] 2 tends to the x! under model conditions. Let 

Ne be the last time H[80 :Bn] ~e. Then it may be proved under standard assumptions 

that c: 2 Ne ~d x!,max· 

7E. We cannot simulate. By its elusive nature Ne is dependent upon the complete 
tail {Hn: n ~ m}, and is in general impossible to simulate, except by clever tricks in some 
special situations. One such which is illustrative is the one where Bn - 8o = Sn/n, an 
average of i.i.d. N(O,l) variables. We can embed the S[mt]/Vm sequence in Brownian 
motion as W([mt]/m). It can be seen from this that 

I W([mt]/m) I rm sup ISn/nl =d sup [ ]/ =d sup IW(m/[mt]) =sup IW( m~. )I. 
n~m t~1 mt m t~l j~O J 

This can be simulated, for fixed m, by conditioning on where the maximum of IW(s)l 
occurs. 

These arguments also show that yrn supn>m IBn - 8o I for fixed m typically will be 
stochastically strictly smaller than its limit vari~ble O'o Wmax· This also applies to e2 Ne for 

fixed c: versus 0'~ Wt!ax. 
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7F. Shrinking boundaries. We have demonstrated that Jm(O[mt] - 80 ) tends as a 
process to u0 W(t)/t fort;::: 1, in typical situations, and have explored this to reach (2.4), 
for example. A useful generalisatiou is the following. Let 0 ~ a < 1. Then 

Takiug maximum and identifyiug [mt] as n it follows that 

m(l-a)/2 sup na12 1Bn- 8ol -td troLa, 
n>m 

(7.1) 

say, where La = supt>l IW(t)l/tl-a/2 , or maxo<s<l IW(s )I/ sa/2 • [That La is finite follows 
from the well knownfW(s)l = O({slog ~p12 ), -;,hlch holds a.s. ass--+ 0.] Let us note two 
consequences. 

(i) Sequential confidence intervals with shrinking lenghts can be constructed as follows. 
Find the upper 5% point Aa in the La distribution, aud, for a given small eo, choose m so 
large that .Xa/m(l-a)/2 ~eo. Then 

(7.2) 

These intervals shrink and eventually become narrower than those discussed in Section 4, 
but the m entering here is potentially enormous unless a is quite small. 

(ii) Very often na12(Bn- 8o) goes a.s. toO, so that Ne(o:), uow defined as the last n 
for which IBn- 80 1 ~ e/na/2 , is finite with probability 1. The arguments of Sectiou 2 can 
be appropriately generalised to obtain 

This leads to still another optimality property of the maximum likelihood estimator se
quence: No other sequence will sooner have its complete tail {Bn:n ~ m} inside the 
shrinking e/na/2 boundary. 

To illustrate (7.3), let Ne be the last n where IBn- 8o I ~ e/n°·49 • Then e100 Ne tends 
to u5°0 L~?~8 , which surely has enormously large values, since even L0 •98 is very large. 

7G. Nonparametric density estimators. Let fn(x) = ~ L:~=l K((x- Xi)/hn)/hn be 
a kernel type estimator for the unknown density /( x) based on the first n data points in 
an i.i.d. sequence. What is the size of Ne, the last time 1/n(x)- /(x)l ~ e? Techniques 
from Sections 2 and 3 can be employed to reach a limit distribution result though some 
extra care is needed since hn varies with sample size (the minimum requirement for strong 
consistency is hn --+ 0 and nhn --+ oo ). The answer can be given in the following form. If 
hn = en -l / 5 (the optimal rate) and f has two continuous derivatives around the given x, 
and if the kernel density K has mean zero and unit variance and finite f3K = J K(u) 2 du, 

then the distribution of e5 / 2 Ne tends to that of z!!;x, where Zmax = SUPt~l IZ(t)l and 

Z(t) = [!c2J"(x) + c-1 / 2 f(x) 112V(t)] jt 215 
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for a certain stochastic process V (.) with constant variance j3 K. Its covariance structure 
depends upon K(.). This result provides some independent motivation for aiming at 
hn = c0 (:v)n-115 with co(:v) = {J3Kf(:v)/l"(:v)2 Jll5 in the variable kernel approach to 
density estimation. 

It would be interesting to reach results for Ne 's connected to global deviance measures 
like ](In - /)2 /I d:v or the statistically natural but technically difficult J lfn - II d:v as 
well. Techniques from Bickel and Rosenblatt {1973) would be appropriate, but we haven't 
pursued this. 
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